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Bridging the Gap: Bringing Business and Liberal
Arts Together Via Computer Assisted Instruction

Orlando R. Helm
University of Texas, Austin

Introduction
In a sense, this article deals with a sensitive topic, namely, the

traditional academic perceptions that Business Schools have towards
Liberal Arts programs and the perceptions that Liberal Arts scholars and
teachers have towards Business Schools. It is quite evident that over the

past few years there has been an increase in the level of interest in
foreign languages among business students and within the business
community. American business practices are shifting towards
integration rather than isolation. Concurrent with this new perspective

in the business world, those involved with Liberal Arts and language
teaching are also going through a transition period. Proficiency-based
language learning is becoming the standard by which language programs

are evaluated. Language learners have higher expectations. It is not
acceptable to simply provide two years of language training. Results, i.e.,

students who can actually speak the foreign language, identify a
successful program. In this brief article I discuss some of the
ramifications of these transitions in Business and in Liberal Arts, as well

as our experience in working together to create computer assisted
materials for the teaching of Business Spanish.

Tu, become proficient in a second language is not easily achieved.
From a business standpoint, in the past it simply has not been cost
effective to dedicate the time, the money and the effort necessary to learn

a foreign language. This is especially true given the poor results and low
levels of language proficiency students have obtained. Cons( -ntly it is

not surprising that many Business Schools do not have language
requirements for their students.
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The stereotypical perception of Business Schools regarding
language teaching has been that it is of secondary importance. Many
American companies feel that it is easier to teach accounting a bilingual
Japanese than to teach Japanese to an American accountant.
Concurrent with this perception, the Liberal Arts perception of Business
Schools has been one of almost resentment. After all, the underlying
feeling, whether openly expressed or not, has been that the Business
Schools have all the financial resources to built their progiams and
Liberal Arts programs have to wait in line to see what is left.

MBA Language Needs
Given the need for foreign language proficiency, Business Schools

are now taking the initiative to incorporate language teaching once again
as part to their Business curriculum. For example, in a recent proposal
prepared by the Business School at the University of Texas, Austin there
was an interesting line which read:

In order to respond to our students, and more importantly,
to provide even greater global expertise within our business
curriculum, CIBER (Center for International Business
Education and Research) has been working with faculty from
foreign language departments to investigate options for
greater incorporation of language instruction into the
graduate curriculum of the Graduate School of Business.

This statement truly demonstrates a change in perception and need. The
Business School has approached the foreign language departments with
updated goals and is looking for help to achieve them. Up to this point
many foreign language departments have responded incredulously. I
personally have heard some language instructors say in effect, 'We tried
to approach the Business School years ago and they didn't want our help
then, we can't believe that they want it now." For this very reason it is
important that foreign language educators listen to the Business Schools'
descriptions which explain why foreign language education has not met
the needs of business students in the past. To wit, a few of the reasons
are listed as follows:



1. The focus of language courses (formal grammar, literature,
writing, reading) is not consistent with goals of Business
students (business vocabulary, negotiating skills, cultural
adaptation,etc.).

2. Language instructors generally do not have an expertise in
business language.

3. language courses are mainly comprized of under-graduate
students who do not have the same interest, motivation and
abilities of the Business students.

During an address given at the1992 CIBER Conference on Teaching
Foreign Languages for Business Purposes, Richard Lambert offered this
advice, "If we are truly interested in successful business/liberal arts
education, we must take a hard look at what corporations actually want
and what their employees need, looked at from their perspective. I
believe that the results of such an investigation may call for a radical
change in the what we teach and how we package it." The National
Foreign Language Center has conducted a very informative study
regarding the foreign language needs of U.S.-based corporations (Fixman
1989). Among other things, their study suggests that corporations
consider cross-cultural understanding to be more important than mere
foreign language ability. They also feel that people in business who can
deal only in their own language are blinded by a narrow perspective. I
highly recommend that the interested reader take time to become
familiar with Fixman's report.

Given the new shifts in business and language goals, we may
summarize as follows: 1) Business Schools have an increased desire to
include foreign language education into their curriculum; 2) foreign
language educators have an increased emphasis in successful language
teaching; 3) Business Schools have made the initiative to seek forefp
language teacher's advice on how to reach their new objectives; and
finally, 4) foreign language education for Business students needs to be
presented in a new way, i.e., based on the needs of what corporations
really want their employees to do. Let us turn our focus to how some of
these objectives may be addressed through greater implementation of
computer-assisted language instruction (CALI). Joint preparation and
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implementation of computer-generated language teaching materials is
one way to bridge the gap between the Business student's needs and the
foreign language instructor's capacity to teach. In this discussion I hope
to illustrate how the Business School at the University of Texas, Austin
has coordinated with the Department of Spanish and Portuguese to
oversee the development of a language course in Business Spanish,
including the use of HyperCard stacks for the instruction of business
vocabulary.

Computer-Assisted Language Learning
Whenever the topic of computer-assisted language learning is

addressed, it is important to emphasize the word "assisted." In our
society computers assist workers in many ways, they really do not
replace workers. This is also true of computer-assisted language
teaching. They serve as an aid to language teaching and should not be
thought of as a substitute for language teaching. Given the new
technological advances that are part of everyday business practices
(faxes, telephone conferencing, etc.), it is only natural that these
advances become part of a teaching curriculum. For example, if
communication (and especially foreign language communication) is
carried out via electronic mail networks, then foreign language educators
should include this mode of communication into their foreign language
instruction. At the same time, as language teachers and materials
developers, our main concern is to identify what materials are lacking for
business students. Computers become part of the teaching process only
after the identification of materials has been made. In other words, we
have to resist implementing computers just because they happen to be
available.

One of the identifiable needs of business students in language
courses is to learn specific and technical vocabulary, i.e., banking,
investment, insurance, import, export, realty, etc. Additionally, one of
the greatest challenges is to learn the correct usage of these technical
terms, whether it be in oral negotiating, written correspondence, or in
reading large volumes of text. It bares repeating that the identification of
this need begins in the Business School. The issue is then transferred to
the language department. Language educators cannot be expected to
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know these needs for business anymore than for language for legal
purposes, scientific purposes or medical purposes. In our case, we
jointly arrived at the conclusion that our Business Spanish class could
be enhanced with HyperCard stacks which provide business students
with multiple examples of specific vocabulary in a context-rich
environment.

As the idea evolved, we decided to base the HyperCard stacks on
transcripts of original audio samples from native speakers who talked of
their employment and their work experiences in business settings. These
HyperCard stacks have the advantage of being flexible enough for class
use as well as being individual enough for self-paced study. I frequently
take students to Latin America to participate in study abroad programs
and this conveniently provided for an opportunity to make the audio
recordings. Upon returning from Latin America with the audio
recordings, it was time to write the computer programs. The Business
School assisted the Spanish department by upgrading some computer
supplies, which were then donated to the Department of Spanish and
Portuguese. Since the Spanish department did not have funds to buy a
new computer, the Business School helped make arrangements for a
Business Spanish course for non-students. Members of the community
joined the course which not only served as a training ground for the
materials that were recorded in Latin America, but also provided enough
money to buy a new computer. As a result of this course for the
community, not only was there a link between the Business School and
the Span!sh Department, but the non-university community was also
involved and benefited from the instruction, materials, and contact.

It is important to emphasize the cooperation, give and take, and
teamwork in the process just described. The materials were developed
through a joint effort in which each department was allowed to work
within their own expertise. Before continuing and in order to get a feel
for the cooperation that existed in this project, it may be helpful to
describe in more detail the HyperCard stack "Un dia tipico de trabajo."

HyperCard Stack: "Un dia tipico de trabajo"
Many readers are already familiar with HyperCard which is

available on almost all Macintosh computers. HyperCard is a
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computerized version of file cards that are stored in stacks. Each card of
the stack may contain various fields (where items are written) and
buttons (which cause some action to happen). As illustrated in Figure 1
below, the stacks for "Un dia tipico de trabajo" are based on transcripts
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of audio interviews with employees from six different companies in
Venezuela: National Rent-A-Car (Commercial), Banco de Lara (Banking),
Seguros Cordillera (Insurance), Chestnut Hill Farms (Import),
Inmovivienca (Real Estate) and Lo Novedoso del Bambfi (Manufacturing).

Figure 1 about here

The user may click the mouse on any of the companies listed to see
a menu of the employees and their jobs. For example, Figure 2 shows
the card which lists the employees of Chestnut Hill Farms.

Figure 2 about here

By clicking on any of the employees, the user is sent to the main
stack which looks like the card illustrated in Figure 3. The name of the
company and the name of the employee are found at the left corner of the
card and a portion of the transcript is written at the right side of the
card. Along the bottom row there is a series of nine buttons which are
designed to help the student understand the transcript and move around
the stacks.

Figure 3 about here

The four buttons "traducciOn" (translation), "pronuncia"
(pronunciation), "lenguaje" (usage), and "gramdtica" (grammar) all open
pop-up windows on the left side of the card. The translation button
provides a complete English rendition of the Spanish transcript. The
pronunciation button not only describes specific characteristics of the
employee's speech, but also provides two "Escuchar" buttons to listen to
samples of the items described. (Note: at a later date a complete
recording of the transcripts will be available on CD-ROM. At this time,
however, the students have access to the cassette recordings of the
interviews). The usage button explains idiomatic expressions and other
characteristics of oral speech. Finally the grammar button takes
examples from the transcript to reinforce advanced grammar items, such
as Spanish reflexive pronouns, subjunctive, etc. The effect of these
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buttons is illustrated in Figure 4 (translation), Figure 5 (usage), and
Figure 6 (pronunciation).

Figure 4 about here

Figure 5 about here

Figure 6 about here

There is also a help button which provides the user with a description of
the organization of the stacks and the function of each of the buttons
(Figure 7).

Figure 7 about here

The review and study of the transcripts are designed for
intermediate-level students who are already capable of speaking basic
Spanish and would now like to focus on vocabulary and usage that is
found in a business setting. At the same time, more advanced students
enjoy the tapes and transcripts even more because of the nuances in
usage, culture, and pronunciation. Student feedback has been very
positive. There is a sense, unlike some of the theoretical concepts that
MBA students frequently focus on, that these stacks provide practical
knowledge that is inunediately identified under the label of "this is
something I'm really going to need and use."

Discussion and Conclusions
There are many HyperCard programs and there is even a greater

number of textbooks which address language for business purposes.
What is unique in development of these materials is to look back and see
the cooperation between the Business School and the Department of
Spanish and Portuguese. These computer materials are not extremely
technical, but there is nobody in our Business School who is working in
this area. Their focus is simply in management and administration. At
the same time, there is nobody in the Department of Spanish and
Portuguese who automatically would be working in the area of developing
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vocabulary materials for business students. These materials only odst
because of the joint efforts made by each group.

The title of this article includes "Bridging the Gap" because in a
real sense the development of these computer materials was an
experiment to see whether a project between the Business School and
the language departments could be for the benefit of both involved. A
brief list of the benefits to date will help illustrate that the answer is
affirmative:

Benefits for the Liberal Arts College
Increased summer employment options for language faculty and
language graduate students.
New computers and equipment for language departments.
Business School sponsored conference participation for
language faculty.
Expanded relationship with local Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce and the Department of Spanish and Portuguese.
Increased contact with Business language instructors at other
institutions.
Increased teaching opportunities for language faculty and
language graduate students within the community.
Expansion of the program to other departments, e.g., German,
Fi-ench, Japanese.

Benefits for the Business School
Graduate students in international business now have personal
language courses.
Access to new teaching materials based on identified needs.
Increased motivation of the graduate students in international
business.
Better relations with the Liberal Arts College.
Progress in this area has aided in new grant proposal for future
projects.
We have now entered into a second phase where French and

German programs for MBA students will be offered next semester. In
Spanish we are increasing the options by offering an intensive summer
program to teach beginning Spanish to MBA students. Once again this
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accelerated language progTam is being developed with the same exchange
and cooperation between the two colleges. The Business School
idmtifies the needs, helps provide funds to develop the course, and
coonlir ates activities with the community. The Department of Spanish
and Portuguese, in turn, has been given a new pool of students which
opens up employment and experience for language instructors and our
graduate students. Our experience together generates new hope that we
may bridge the gap between the Business School and the Liberal Arts
College.
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Figure 1. Title page of "Un dia tipico de trabajo"
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Lin d fra t t riab,ajko

Vocabulary
Practice and
Review for
Business
Spanish

Introduction and Help

1. National Car Rental

2. Banco de Lara

3. Seguros Cordillera

4. Inmovivienca (Bienes Ralces)

5. Chestnut Hill Farms de Venezuela

6. Lo Novedoso del Bambtl

Center for International
Business Education and Research

BY

Orlando R. Kelm
University of Texas, Austin

Copyright 1993
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To begin click on the name of
the company you wish to study.

To exit the program and quit
click anywhere on the tower.



Figure 2. Sample page of a company Table of Contents
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Betty Leal
(Jefe de Ventas)

Marcos Leal
(Administrador)
Sonia Teresa M. de Salas
(Contralor)
Guillermo Albornoz
(Jefe de Planta)

Janeth J. Gil Mezu
(Jefe de Personal)

Maria Virginia Valecillos
(Contador)

Justina Coromoto Garcia
(Laboratorista)
Maria RonclOn
(Sec. de Contabilidad)

Pulse el nombre de la
persona que usted

desea estudiar.

Main Menu Previous Card Next Card
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Figure 3. Sample card of employee transcripts
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Sonia T. M. de Salas
Contralor
Caracas, Venezuela

II de 8 tar etas

Pulse una palabra
para su traducción.

YD....Qat% riditabDig...Y...MileataiaataiD4 DA)

.0..k.1201108.204..D.ate,..0...EPAlidad..001MA
VS1Q.111,...1Q...WEDD1QALIIISA

AmWr....rosula,....mmnimaJasmaa

.cifi

har&L..10..P.M.E1111.112M2.....10...Cgaral0

10.1.11104Q1/141..M..014..D.1.11361106.119.94..2.00

.IDLIDAtiligg10...ALMS.§.1&)
cantatin man 10...11/46 UflicVS

DOR21.Q.$4....Y31..01112..MaraIQL...Q.atOs..AAWY

gmcgaga,..stmlarnote..siol detiMIAID.Q10
smalakilidat.slocia..e§gasautralizadalacia.V

§.00.0110:10...4
.11Q21.10A..10..IDAUIDD§..g.N.n.0.0.0.1011..1a5

:!

.. -.- -.

Empleados 1 Jraducció Pronunc

EL .,

a,'N,

..4)
Lenguaje

,
,4.7

Gramática

4:11

Ayuda

1;:sli
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Figure 4. Sample card showing the translation field



To begin, good morning, my name is
Liliana del Carmen Toro. What follows is

the question, describe in detail the
responsibilities that you have in your
work. My job, the work I do is as the
receptionist and at the same time as the
management secretary. The second
question, describe in details the
activities of a typical work day. To
function as the receptionist means to
take calls and to make calls both to the
central office in Caracas as well as the
agencies or branches in question. A
typical day: taking care of the public, the
productores, complaints, management,
the other associates.
What is the part of work that you like
most and why?

alosantre o

sisirtmatler

..E.ungir...goma..legogiontala
....hooLliama.d.aclanla..A

Ja.1041.911.0.ctsli.A.Q...CDLAQU.SQM2.4...13A
0.(4

.10SLILLOU140..44..91EAD.CiAL...ciPMAS

ALL141

%A?

SALIDA

...

01E; I
.1/4.Pronunc

EL
HAW

a Lenua e

,*
Gramatica A uda

:;E:.1-- I:si
Tradución

...,.. Empleadosi
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Figure 5. Sample card showing the usage field
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El*)Escuchar 1 H*Juchar

La Pronunciación de Gonzalo

Note: Pulse este campo para volver.

1. Muy buenas noches: Notice
that in English we say "Good
Evening" as greeting and "Good
Night" to say good-bye. Gonzalo
uses the adverb "muy" which
would not sound very natural in
English, "very good night.' Among
all the employees of National,
nobody drops their "s" more than

sattnmensatom..lasszra....latarAmply0
rAPOD.

..nimsmalms.n.te...m...b.acst..m...b.alam 09 14

.91.9AUSD.1.15.0..SELe....4D hne...P.Pr

.matiata....chsswaemba.solmlo..§1.1i1n

':?'
SALIDA

'V.I.--44,
EL

NARA
e4

sGramatica4:%, Ayuda 4
lj +LE .aj+

g g )
hsPronuncia x Lenguaje4,Em leados .:Tradución,. ...
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Figure 6. Sample card showing the pronunciation field
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Banto th ara
El Lenguaje

Note: Pulse este campo para volver.

1. uno se encarga de
verificar: The verb "3ncargarse
de" is extremely useful, but also
might feel abstract to most
native English speakers, i.e., "to
enjob yourself with." More
accurately this verb means "to
be in charge of" or "to be
responsible for."

2. recapitular lo del dfa: Th

Ave

..11maszs...M

..QattamEalaa.stwo...ma.mamas.,...Aaacito...0.

Jari.A21111.1a..targie..m.e..sammackt.s.e.AgiQrra....

..en.lafiareps.da..1Q0.14...cua.m.tallegtm..11.tartIQ..

c).Q

..Y.amsa.spo...1a.lergarat
,1Qugi

..gola...y...goataLMe...mgantamalgados..ai
verslagLam.smAla,...am

Qn el (1.0...t.w...Q.1c1Q...COA$
tiQMPQ.

_

SALIM
..

1:11
E leados

.
_

fr="-___.
EL

HAW

.LenquajeANGramática

e*

.x Ayuda 4

kies I

Traduccid Pronuncia

2 4
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Figure 7. Sample card showing the help section



tin dia tipico de trabcdo
Each company stack
provides a transcript of
the employee's recording
which is transcribed at
right column of the card.
The left column is
reserved for pop-up
windows which provide
additional information
regarding grammar, usage,
translation and
pronunciation. Click one
of the buttons below for
details.

Grammar Button

When you click on this
button a field will
appear in the left
column which provides
an English description
of some of the major
grammatical points
that are illustrated by
the employee's
comments. Click
anywhere in the field
to return to the card.

SALIDA

111

26

z

EL
IMOLA

Click here
for company
information.

Click here
to return.


